
 

UP IN THE AIR 
 
 
 
 
 

 

To inspire, motivate and challenge 

our learners to explore the 

environment, value its purpose and 

feel empowered to become a global 

citizen. 

One big question: How can helping bees and 

birds save our world? 

One big build / make: Bird hide for school  

One big community deed: Selling bird 

feeders for the RSPB 

One big trip: Chester Zoo 

A POOC: Chris Packham 

As geographers we will… 
…deepen our knowledge about our local area and the 
wider world and learn what is special about the Wirral 
peninsula for wildlife 
… understand why birds migrate and be able to plot 
migration routes 
… consider the impact humans have on migration 
routes 
 

As scientists we will… 
…learn about life cycles 
…understand the role of pollination in food 
production 
…find out about how British wildlife can adapt 
to changing habitats 
…observe and collect data of garden wildlife 
and notice trends 
…look at evolution and extinction of birds 

As historians we will… 
…learn about how birds have helped humans in 
the past 
…find out about the history of the RSPB 

As artists & designers we will… 
…design and create a bird hide 
...create a variety of bird feeders  
…make and create a recipe for our own bird feed  
…attempt to take photographs of local wildlife 
…research the work of Wirral Festival of Firsts 

As computer scientists we will… 
…learn how to remain safe online when researching 
for our topic 
…further improve our presentation skills, using 
technology to support us 
…create digital graphs/charts 
 

As writers we will… 
…participate in debates and presentations related 
to our topic 
…further develop our non-fiction writing by 
creating fact files 
…write instruction guides for making honey 
…develop poetry writing 
…write persuasive letters 

As musicians we will… 
…listen and respond to bird song 
…find out how composers and musicians have 
used instruments and melody to represent birds 
in their pieces 
…compose a group piece based on bird sounds 

As sports people we will… 
…develop our gymnastics skills with a focus on 
‘flight’ 
…develop communication and outdoor learning 
skills with themed team building games and 
activities  
 

Vocabulary Dozen: 
Habitat  pollination peninsular agriculture endangered estuary     
ornithology migration adaptation environment identification 

RRS Links 
A13: Right to express your thoughts and opinions 
A15: Right to meet with other children and join groups and organisations (RSPB). 


